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A Neglected Collectible
Final Decade of Canadian

Chartered Bank
Circulation Viewed in
Terms of Reported

Surviving Notes
By Harold Don Allen

C ANADA'S "SMALL CHARTEREDS," A GROUP OF CLOSE TO 50 HIGHLY DISTINCTIVE
note varieties whose ten-year service spanned the decade from the Great Depression well into World
War II, offer unique research and collecting possibilities, such notes to date not always having received
the recognition or attention which they have deserved.

Small chartereds were the notes of Canada's then 10 commercial banks of issue, newly released in the sort
of smaller format introduced in the United States from 1929 and adopted by Canada's central bank, the Bank of
Canada, with its initial legal tender issue of 1935.

Like most world countries, Canada had accepted diverse bank paper money long before it had experienced
extended government issues--various provincial notes, post-Confederation "Dominion of Canada" (Department of
Finance) legal tender, the central bank (Bank of Canada) releases. These last, by 1945, were accorded a monopoly of
note issue.

The paper money of chartered banks, institutions chartered by act of the federal parliament, has been well
received by many, though not all, students and collectors. (Government legal tender, for whatever reason, has had
even stronger appeal.) Small chartereds are "state of the art" for 1930s security printing, superb steel engraving, of
banker portraits, bank premises, allegorical art; elaborate tracery, and lettering to highest standards. Black tends to
dominate face engraving, with bright mixes of supporting tints. Color coding of denominations has been common,
as Imperial Bank of Canada ($5 green, $10 blue), itself tending to have had roots in pre-1934 more extended runs
(as, for Imperial, $20 brown, $50 orange, $100 olive). Bank note paper has been high quality, unwatermarked, but
with red and blue random planchettes--the Bank of Canada having claimed exclusive rights to the green.

Aspects of such note circulation are none-too-well grasped, even by many collectors. Chartered bank
issues, admittedly, were not, in general, legal tender--you could decline one, much as you might decline a personal
check, but I don't know that anyone ever did. For generations, the federal government had provided legal tender
Dominion of Canada folding money in denominations of 25 cents (three releases of "shinplasters," still collectible),
and oversize $1, $2, $4 bills. Subsequently $5, but in limited quantities which may principally have served as branch
"cash on hand." Plus such high values as $500 and $1000, and even higher values ("bank legals" to $50,000, to facili-
tate inter-bank "clearings"). The point is: for four or five decades prior to the Bank of Canada opening, all
Canadian $10, $20, $50, and $100 bills, along with most $5s, had been chartered bank releases, universally accepted
as a matter of course.

From the 1890s, a Canadian "Note Redemption Fund," federally administered, had guaranteed negotiabili-
ty of subsequent federally chartered issues, even were the issuing bank to "go under." Still earlier, note holders did
have first claim on assets of a failed bank, but sufficient "broken bank" bills from such times do survive to constitute
a collecting specialty in themselves.
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By the time of the release of small chartereds, such were just memories--notes were negotiable:--but such
memories do linger on.

With the opening of the Bank of Canada in 1935, chartered bank rights to note issue were to be phased out
over a ten-year interval. Strictly speaking, such notes could neither be issued nor reissued after 31 December 1944.
"Please" and "thank you" could on occasion override rules and regulations, however, and more than one friendly
teller, in the years that immediately followed, let me acquire at face such small chartereds as, 60 years later, illus-
trate this presentation.

In any event, in January 1950, ten chartered banks paid over to the Bank of Canada 513,302,046.60, the
total outstanding of unredeemed notes "in the hands of the public" (see Howard, Reference 8, p. 2). By 1989,
according to a readily accessible Bank of Canada report (Reference 4, p. 505), that figure had dropped to
$6,279,678.42, a decrease in excess of 50 per cent.

Looking to this instructive Bank of Canada compilation, several perspectives on Canada's chartered banks
and their note issues, both small chartereds and the countless larger-format releases of the preceding century and
more, come into view. Data on ''notes outstanding" in each bank's own name, which would comprise in all instances
both large and small chartereds, have been brought together for Canada's "final ten" note-issuing institutions, as
Schedule I.

SCHEDULE I
VALUE OF NOTES OUTSTANDING IN BANK'S OWN NAME

FOR EACH OF 'FINAL TEN' ISSUING CANADIAN CHARTERED BANKS
(DATA AS OF FEBRUARY 1989)

1. (The) Bank of Montreal, Montreal (from 1822; with forerunner The Montreal Bank, from 1817), notes outstanding in
1989: $1,556,227.00; percentage of ten-bank total, 24.8.

2. The Canadian Bank of Commerce, Toronto (from 1867): $1,421,636.00; percentage, 22.6.
3. The Royal Bank of Canada, Halifax, Montreal from 1901 (from name change, 1901): 51,310,773.00; percentage, 20.9.
4. "[he Bank of Nova Scotia, Halifax (from 1832): $568,127.42; percentage, 9.0.
5. Imperial Bank of Canada, Toronto (from 1875): $450,180.00; percentage, 7.2.
6. The Bank of Toronto, Toronto (from 1856): $376,471.00; percentage, 6.0.
7. The Dominion Bank, Toronto (from 1871): $252,246.50; percentage, 4.0.
8. Banque Canadienne Nationale, Montreal (from consolidation and name change, 1925): $195,650.00; percentage, 3.1.
9	 (La) Banque Provinciale du Canada / (The) Provincial Bank of Canada, Montreal (from name change, 1900):

$129,777.50; percentage, 2.1.
10	 Barclays Bank (Canada), Montreal (from 1929): $18,590.00; percentage, 0.3.

Ten-bank total: $6,279,678.42.

Small chartered note issues are now described, by bank, in conventional order of seniority. This order is
reflected in the number part of the mandated "logo and numeral" overprint, applied at the same time as the validat-
ing signatures, and indicative of seniority at the point, some years previously, when the practice was commenced.
Still earlier releases had been hand countersigned.

BANK OF MONTREAL, Montreal, 14,836,559 small chartered notes estimated (from sheet numbers) to
have been issued, with a mean face value of $7.58. Seven major varieties, issues of 2nd January 1935 ($5, $10, $20),
3rd January 1938 ($5, $10, $20), 7th December 1942 ($5). Note faces feature senior bank officers (president, gener-
al manager), heraldic arms. Olive green supporting tint, as Roman numerals, signature panel. Reverses depict the
traditional Head Office, Montreal, a structure still occupied by the bank ($5, $20), and the Toronto Main Office,
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now open to the public as Canada's Hockey Hall of Fame ($10). Portraits and signatures are W. A. Bog and C. B.
Gordon, 1935 $5; Jackson Dodds and C. B. Gordon, 1935 $10 and $20, 1938 $5; G. W. Spinney and C. B. Gordon,
1938 $10 and $20; B. C. Gardner and G. W. Spinney, 1942 $5.

BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA, Halifax, 5,487,156 small chartereds, mean value $7.07. All "small Scotia"
notes are dated 1935, two denominations, $5 and $10, no portrait or signature changes. The $5 depicts John A.
McLeod, president, and Harry F. Patterson, general manager. Green and red face tints, McLeod and Patterson sig-
natures. Bank seal reverse, green. The $10 features the Nova Scotia arms, with small vignettes of a mining scene
and a sailing ship. Blue and ochre tints. McLeod and Patterson signatures. Bank seal reverse, slate.

BANK OF TORONTO, Toronto, 3,087,125 small chartereds, mean value $7.01. Seven "types," dated
1935 ($5, $10, $20) and 1937 ($5 and $10, with signature varieties). Highly traditional, strikingly attractive note
designs from 19th century notes, adapted for small format. Face black intaglio, with intense yellow underprint. The
$5 centers Royal arms (lion and unicorn supporters), with young woman, Commerce allegory vignettes. The $10
features Toronto municipal arms, with beaver and early train vignettes. A particularly fine rendering of a wood-
burning locomotive dominates the distinctly scarce $20, with the likeness of a youthful Queen Victoria and a dairy
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maid vignette. Signatures are H. B. Henwood and W. G. Gooderham (1935 issue); then H. B. Henwood and Jno.
R. Lamb, followed by F. H. Marsh and Jno. R. Limb (1937). Note reverses are orange, dominated by a medallion-
engraved rendering of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert, flanked by the bank name and note denomination.

BANQUE CANADIENNE NATIONALE, Montreal, 3,054,720 small chartereds, mean value $6.86. All
notes are dated 1935, two values, a green $5 and a brown $10. Note faces feature allegorical art, from a downtown
Montreal monument, with smaller likenesses of the signing officers, Hon. J. NI. Wilson and Beaudry Leman. Note
reverses attractively highlight a ''B C N" monogram surrounded by the then nine provincial arms. Face and back
strongly recall five-denomination note sets of 1925 and 1929. Indeed, significant elements can be traced to forerun-
ner Banque d'Hochelaga releases of 1917, the allegorical sculptures, provincial arms assemblage, even the likeness
of the long-serving Monsieur Leman (note: illustration above is large size Series 1925 note).

BANQUE PROVINCIALE DU CANADA, Montreal, 1,639,652 small chartereds, mean value $6.87.
One of the more difficult of chartered banks, both for comprehension and collecting of later issues. A 1935-dated
single-portrait issue by British American Bank Note, a black $5 and a brown $10, portray long-term president J.-B.
Rolland, and is signed by Rolland and by Chs. A. Roy, general manager. Note reverses depict the St. James Street,
Montreal, head office. This issue is straightforward. A 1936-dated second issue portrays Charles Arthur Roy, and is
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signed by Roy, the new president, and J. U. Boyer, general manager. Reflecting a change in security printer to
Canadian Bank Note, the 1936 issue, while retaining much of the general layout and the "head office" reverse, is
wholly reworked, including the head office vignette. A blue-and-yellow $5 ("blue back") and an orange-and-yellow
$10 ("orange back") served to launch the issue. Color changes were introduced some time later, the $5 face being
unchanged, but the back being switched from a drab blue to an equally drab dark green; the $10 being substantially
changed from orange to a light green, face and back, with the face tint augmented with large X's, Roman numerals
beneath the French and English versions of the bank name La Banque Provinciale du Canada / The Provincial
Bank of Canada. Reference to printing records reveals that extraordinarily large runs of blue- and orange-backs, the
higher numbers, were destroyed unissued, with even larger runs of the revised notes having been similarly
destroyed when time for small chartereds ran out. These assertions are more than confirmed by consideration of
circulation finds.

CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE, Toronto, 10,619,704 small chartereds, mean value $7.97.
Distinguished allegorical artwork coupled with outstanding note design, by any standards, Commerce small char-
tereds serve to perpetuate, in reduced format, three of five denominations ($5, $10, $20), allegorical faces and backs
dating from 1917. Commerce small chartereds all are dated 1935, with continuous numbering by sheets extending
through signature varieties. (An "A" prefix alludes to a second million of four-note sheets.) The $5 Architecture
allegorical, $10 Agricultural, and $20 Nautical (Neptune, sea maidens) exist in up to three signature combinations,
John Aird / S. H. Logan ($5, $10, $20), S. H. Logan / A. E. Arscott ($5, $10), and John Aird / S. M. Wedd ($5, cur-
rently known as two sheets, one of them cut for marketing, and a single circulated note). Note reverses feature fig-
ures of Mercury and Ceres, flanking a large rendition of the bank seal.

ROYAL BANK OF CANADA, Montreal, 16,240,938 small chartereds, mean value $7.68. Canada's dis-
tinct leader in note circulation during the small-chartered interval, accounting as it does for over 25 per cent of note
issue and of face value, Royal is accessible, even in "better" grades, widely collected, and might be thought to repre-
sent simplicity itself. Notes of a 1935-dated, three-value issue ($5 green, $10 orange, $20 blue) wholly dominate.
Portraits of Morris W. Wilson, newly named president, and Sir Herbert Holt, Wilson's long-term predecessor,
remain unaltered, as do S. G. Dobson signatures. Canadian armorial bearings are centered on the note's face, royal
arms on the reverse.
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With regard to "small Royals," distinct scarcity arises from two considerations. Firstly, a further $5 was
released on "Jan. 2nd 1943," the latest date for a Canadian small chartered. This new note (our T-34) portrays
Dobson and Wilson, and continues their signatures. The issue, necessarily, was limited, and short-lived. Though
long known, it can be a bit difficult. Secondly, fairly early in the long run of 1935-dated small Royals, signature dies,
while signing officers remained unchanged, were somewhat enlarged, yielding two subvarieties for (we now know)
all three denominations. This fact is a quite recent discovery, and the small-signatures $20 would seem to be, what-
ever else, one tough note.

DOMINION BANK, Toronto, 3,818,246 small chartereds, mean value $7.09. Well engraved, conven-
tionally designed, "small Dominions" should be straightforward to collect, and relatively accessible. Two issues, two
notes each ($5 and $10), the latter release reflecting a succession of bank officers. A "physical features" map of
Canada, modified from 1931-dated "large Dominions," makes for an attractive reverse. Portraits of senior officers
flank an elaborate device indicative of denomination. Initial 1935-dated releases depict Dudley Dawson, general
manager, and Clifton H. Carlisle, president. This $5 note has a green and orange tint, moss green reverse; the
accompanying $10 yellow, pink, and orange tints, orange reverse. Corresponding 1938-dated releases depict
Carlisle as president, Robert Rae as general manager. The 1938 $5 has an orange and brown face tint, brown
reverse; the $10 a blue and yellow face tint, olive green reverse.
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IMPERIAL BANK OF CANADA, Toronto, 3,395,409 small chartereds, mean value $7.18. Six major
varieties depicting senior bank officers, two values ($5 green, $10 blue), 1934-dated and showing A. E. Phipps, gen-
eral manager, and Frank A. Rolph, president; the same values and colors 1939-dated, portraying H. T. Jaffray as
general manager, Phipps as president. The bank's "lion over crown" device features prominently on note reverses.
Two signature combinations exist for 1934 notes, Phipps-Rolph and Jaffray-Rolph; 1939 signatures are Jaffray-
Phipps. The "1934" date, 1 November, marks, I believe, the start of the Bank's fiscal year. Previous issues, "large
Imperials" through $100, had been dated 1 November 1923 and 1 November 1933. In all, then, three $5's, three
$10's, six "type notes" if one collects by denomination, date and signatures, all of them similar in appearance, and
none of them particularly scarce. Appearances can be deceptive, however. Small Imperials are a uniquely complex
issue, and adequate research has yet to be done. Imperial has alternated logos, either a saltire (cross of St. Andrew)
within a circle, or else its "lion over crown" device, also within a circle, and in different printings has varied the logo
position, to left or to right of the central denomination device.

Furthermore, with its 1923 issue, Imperial pioneered use of a "check letter" prefix,. a device standardized in
subsequent small Imperials. Such notes are numbered by (four-note) sheets, individual notes distinguishable by
position letters A, B, C, D. Six-digit sheet numbers, 050001 and up were prefixed, "E" for 050001 through 100000,
"F" for 100001 through 150000. A 1934 Jaffray $5 has been recorded as L366382, position C. (Starting "check pre-
fixing" with "E" no doubt had been to avoid confusion with position letters.) Logo changes and check-letter prefix-
ing had been calculated to trip counterfeiters or to pinpoint counterfeits, I rather suspect, Imperial having been
hard hit by out-of-Canada (overseas) counterfeiting of one of its high values, the old-style $100 of 1920.

BARCLAYS BANK (CANADA), Montreal, 301,600 small chartereds, mean value $7.57. "Woman with
globe" allegorical art features prominently on both 1935-dated "small Barclays" ($5 blue green, $10 orange), as it
had on three "large Barclays" when the bank opened its doors in 1929. Reverses depict the St. James Street head
office. The $10 comes in two signature varieties, now about equally common, the earlier with H. A. Stevenson as
general manager, R. L. Borden as president; the second with Stevenson as general manager, A. A. Magee as presi-
dent. The blue-green $5, a somewhat more difficult note, in issued form is known only with the Stevenson-Borden
signature combination. Sir Robert Borden, the Barclays (Canada) founding president, was the former prime minis-
ter, the political figure subsequently depicted on three issues (1975, 1988, 2004) of Bank of Canada $100 legal ten-
der note. Barclays Bank (Canada), the Canadian component of the internationally oriented, English-based banking
enterprise, located its principal domestic operations in Montreal, Toronto, and Vancouver. Barclays Bank (Canada)
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amalgamated with Imperial Bank of Canada in 1956. Ten commercial banks of issue to serve some (in those times)
11.5 million Canadians? Yes, after natural selection, growth and expansion, strategic acquisitions, ten survivors out
of close to 100 note issuing banks--several of which survivors would go on, with justifiable sense of accomplishment,
to celebrate the opening of a 1000th branch.

The Bank of Canada data groups note-issuing banks as seven principal families of institutions, as of 1989,
and this approach also can provide insights for collectors. Under Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce are no less
than 13 institutions for which data are provided, including three issuers of small chartereds, Canadian Bank of
Commerce, Imperial Bank of Canada, and Barclays Bank (Canada). Notes outstanding, as recorded, aggregate
$2,261,841.18. Larger amalgamated banks include Bank of Hamilton (1872-1923) and Standard Bank of Canada
(1876-1928). The Bank of Montreal group comprises eight institutions, $2,250,908.50 in notes outstanding. Larger
component banks are Merchants Bank of Canada (1868-1923), Bank of British North America (1836-1918), and the
Molsons Bank (1837, chartered from 1855-1925). The Royal Bank of Canada listing notes ten mergers, several of
them critical to the bank's phenomenal growth to national status. Larger acquisitions include the Union Bank of
Canada (1886-1925) and the venerable Quebec Bank (1818-1917). Also listed in Royal's name are notes issued by its
forerunner institution, the Merchants Bank of Halifax. Bank of Nova Scotia absorbed five banks of issue, the larger
being the Bank of Ottawa (1874-1919) and the Bank of New Brunswick (1820-1913). Banque Canadienne
Nationale listings include notes of the two institutions which merged in 1925, Banque d'Hochelaga and Banque
Nationale. Banque Provinciale listings include pre-1900 releases in'its former name, La Banque Jacques Cartier. A
Toronto-Dominion listing comprises notes of the two component banks. No notes were issued in the "T D" name.

A particularly thought-provoking listing concludes the central hank's 1989 note redemption report: "notes
outstanding" on some 12 "defunct banks," latter-day (20th century) failures occurring subsequent to a Note
Redemption Fund having been in place, for whose redemption the Bank of Canada is responsible. The two largest
sums relate to the 1923 failure, with loss to depositors and other creditors, of the Home Bank of Canada (1905-
1923), $35,027.46 to be repaid, and of the. St. Stephen's Bank, New Brunswick (1836-1910), $11,066.67. Those
"odd cents," in these instances, reflect the fact that the Note Redemption Fund, to which issuing banks contributed,
paid interest to noteholders over the interval during which affairs of the troubled bank were being wound up.

Next to be presented are known sheet number or serial number ranges, for each of 47 recognized varieties
(Schedule II). Such notes were printed, or processed, in sheets of four, the use of identical sheet numbers, differ-
enced by on-plate position letters, having been the more usual practice, as was done with first-issue Bank of Canada
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legal tender of 1935. Banks having opted for numbering of individual small chartereds were Bank of Nova Scotia,
Dominion Bank, and Barclays Bank (Canada).

SCHEDULE II
SERIAL OR SHEET NUMBER RANGES OBSERVED OR REPORTED

FOR 47 CANADIAN "SMALL CHARTERED" NOTE VARIETIES
DEEMED TO HAVE BEEN IN CIRCULATION, 1935 TO 1943

BANK OF MONTREAL, logo 1 (saltire, within oval reading Concordia Salus), numbering by four-note sheets
(A, B, C, D).
T-01 1935 $5 LOW: 024233/D HIGH: 1477401/B
T-02 1935 $10 LOW: 011329/D HIGH: 1084380/D
T-03 1935 $20 LOW: 003151/B HIGH: 093406/A
T-04 1938 $5 LOW: 030144/A HIGH: 590697/A
T-05 1938 $10 LOW: 005781/D HIGH: 354267/D
T-06 1938 $20 LOW: 02104/C HIGH: 63996/A
T-07 1942 $5 LOW: 003829/D HIGH: 044996/B

BANK OF NOVA SCOTIA, logo 2 (lion, in shield), numbering of individual notes.
T-08 1935 $5 LOW: 028392 HIGH: 3216031
T-09 1935 $10 LOW: 131002 HIGH: 2271125

BANK OF TORONTO, logo 3 (BT monogram, in shield), continuous numbering by sheets.
T-10	 1935	 $5	 LOW:	 007361/C	 HIGH: 235733/D
T-11 1937 $5, Henwood sign. LOW: 246111/C HIGH: 395955/D
T-12 1937 $5, Marsh sign. LOW: 402191/B HIGH: 483273/B
T-13 1935 $10 LOW: 012640/D HIGH: 134308/D
T-14 1937 $10, Henwood sign. LOW: 157390/A HIGH: 225485/D
T-15 1937 $10, Marsh sign. LOW: 232595/D HIGH: 277974/C
T-16 1935 $20 LOW: 00001/C HIGH: 10535/D

BANQUE CANADIENNE NATIONALE, logo 6 (beaver), numbering by sheets.
T-17	 1935	 $5	 LOW:	 012929/B	 HIGH: 479194/D
T-18 1935 $10 LOW: 018268/C HIGH: 284486/D

BANQUE PROVINCIALE DU CANADA, logo 8 (beaver, maple leaf), numbering by sheets. Large blocks of T-21
through T-24 destroyed unissued.
T-19 1935 $5 LOW: 006382/C HIGH: 119333/D
T-20 1935 $10 LOW: 00001/D HIGH: 74661/C
T-21 1936 $5. blue back LOW: 000003/A HIGH: 122315/A
T-22 1936 $5. greem back LOW: 160344/B HIGH: 175661/B
T-23 1936 $10. orange LOW: 000612/P HIGH: 072334/D
T-24 1936 $10, green LOW: 114029/D HIGH: 119982/B

CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE, logo 10 (caduceus), continuous numbering by sheets. Release of $5
notes essentially ended with T-26.
T-25 1935 $5, Aird-Logan LOW: 000002/D HIGH: A146107/B
T-26 1935 $5, Logan-Arscott LOW: A180575/B HIGH: A372184/C
T-27 1935 $5, Logan, Wedcl LOW: A425389/C HIGH: A432023/C
T-28 1935 $10, Aird-Logan LOW: 000001/B HIGH: 623917/B
T-29 1935 $10, Logan-Arscott LOW: 659539/B HIGH: A136575/A
T-30 1935 $20, Aird-Logan LOW: 004509/A HIGH: 146166/C

ROYAL BANK OF CANADA, logo 11 (crown), numbering by sheets, subvarieties (1935 issue) have small and
large signatures.
T-31a 1935 $5, small sigs. LOW: 024620/B HIGH: 352724/D
T-31b 1935 $5, large sigs. LOW: 408105/B HIGH: 2129266/C
T-32a 1935 $10, small sigs. LOW: 018588/A HIGH: 2 79546/D
1-32 b 1935 $10, large sigs. LOW: 325435/A HIGH: 1648565/B
T-33a 1935 $20, small sigs. LOW: 00034/D
T-33 b 1935 $20, large sigs. LOW: 23359/D HIGH: 175522/A
T-34 1943 $5 LOW: 000001/D HIGH: 106883/D
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DOMINION BANK, logo 12 (maple leaf), numbering of individual notes.
	T-35	 1935	 $5 	 LOW:	 008640

	

T-36	 1935 	 $10	 LOW:	 073256

	

T-37 	 1938	 $5	 LOW:	 057382

	

T-38	 1938	 $10 	 LOW: 	 038128
IMPERIAL BANK OF CANADA, logo 17 either saltire within circle or lion on
ment varies), numbering by sheets (prefix letter advances by intervals of 50,000 shee

HIGH:	 1443078
HIGH: 	 1004833
HIGH:	 776349
HIGH:	 593986
crown within circle, logo place-
ts).

T-39 1934 $5, Phipps sign. LOW: 004610/B HIGH: 	 G186722/C
T-40 1934 $5, Jaffray sign. LOW: H210919/A HIGH: 	 L366382/C
T-41 1934 $10, Phipps sign. LOW: 008379/C HIGH: 	 F143779/D
T-42 1934 $10, Jaffray sign. LOW: G157548/D HIGH: 	 J286877/B
T-43 1939 $5 LOW: 015138/B HIGH: 	 F112207/C
T-44 1939 $10 LOW: 001630/A HIGH: 	 E083388/A

BARCLAYS BANK (CANADA), logo 22 (spreadeagle on shield), continuous numbering of individual notes.
T-45 1935 $5, Borden sign. LOW: D007501 HIGH: D146860
T-46 1935 $10, Borden sign. LOW: E009581 HIGH: E118670
T-47 1935 $10, Magee sign. LOW: E122038 HIGH E154740
Computed from known sheet and serial number ranges, data which reflect many years of bourse floor

observation and significant collector and dealer help, numbers and aggregate face values of small chartereds released
into circulation are compiled as Schedule III. Confidence in the reasonableness of these approximations takes into
consideration the modest differences (increases) since these figures first were published in April 2002 ... for both
totals, 0.5 per cent (see Preliminary Readings).

SCHEDULE III
NUMBERS AND FACE VALUES OF SMALL CHARTERED NOTE ISSUES

AS INDICATED BY KNOWN SHEET (SERIAL) NUMBER RANGES
WITH PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL NUMBERS AND TOTAL VALUES
Institution Note Issue Dollar Value
Royal 16,240,938 (26.0%) 124,707,255 (26.6%)
Montreal 14,836,559 (23.7%) 112,399,765 (24.0%)
Commerce 10,619,704 (17.0%) 84,599,950 (18.1%)
Nova Scotia 5,487,156 (8.8%) 38,791,405 (8.3%)
Dominion 3,818,246 (6.1%) 27,085,325 (5.8%)
Imperial 3,395,409 (5.4%) 24,382,320 (5.2%)
Toronto 3,087,125 (4.9%) 21,627,200 (4.6%)
National 3,054,720 (4.9%) 20,963,320 (4.5%)
Provincial 1,639,652 (2.6%) 11,257,225 (2.4%)
Barclays 301,600 (0.5%) 2,281,700 (0.5%)
Total 62,481,109 468,095,465

Data in Schedules II and III provide instructive insights into aspects of "small chartered" issuance and cir-
culation. Some 62,481,109 notes which entered circulation--our current best estimate--aggregated $468,095,465
(Schedule III), an overall mean of $7.49. Broken down by denomination, these figures give: $5 notes, 35,260,105
(56.4 per cent of the aggregate); $10 notes, 25,262,514 (40.4 per cent); $20, as issued by four of the ten banks,
1,958,490 (3.1 per cent). The $7.49 overall mean is seen to have varied significantly from bank to bank (see individ-
ual bank descriptions), from a low for the two dominantly "French-speaking" banks (Banque Canadienne Nationale,
$6.86; and Banque Provinciale, $6.87), to such highs as $7.58 for Bank of Montreal, $7.68 for Royal, and $7.97 for
Commerce. Inclusion of a $20 high value in a bank issue would be a partial explanation for the higher means of
those "top three", but Barclays Bank, which didn't have a small $20, averaged $7.57, well above Bank of Toronto,
which did have a small $20 but averaged $7.01, the third lowest such figure.

The ten banks of issue, as well, can be seen to have released a quantity of $10 notes that was, overall, but
71.6 per cent of the number of $5s. This result might be surprising until it is appreciated that a Depression-era $5
would have been not only a make-up denomination (counting out, say, $35 as "three tens and a five") but also a sig-
nificant sum in itself. In this light, it can be instructive to compute this statistic for individual banks: For Bank of
Montreal, the number of issued $10s was 68.1 per cent of the number of $5s; for Bank of Nova Scotia, 70.6 per
cent; for Bank of Toronto, 57.5 per cent; for Banque Canadienne Nationale, 59.4 per cent; for Banque Provinciale,
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59.5 per cent; for Bank of Commerce, 82.8 per cent; for Royal Bank, 73.7 per cent; for Dominion Bank, 72.0 per
cent; for Imperial Bank, 77.4 per cent; and Barclays Bank (Canada), 105.4 per cent.

That final figure should serve to set thoughts in motion. Barclays Bank (Canada) had been, first and fore-
most, a businessman's bank, dealing in larger sums and facilitating national and international trade. "On cash," it
counted out orange $10s, its blue-green $5, to this day scarce for collectors, really having been a make-up note. The
"fewest tens" banks, in marked contrast, had many, relatively small branches, a preponderance at village or neigh-
borhood level, and no doubt facilitated and encouraged individual savings. Their $5 low value, for their clientele,
served day-to-day needs with much of the purchasing power of $50 today.

Were you to visit Canada and to go "bank spotting," the street corner and shopping mall branches might
seem a bit reduced in number, having given way to ATMs and such, but the names of the note issuers do survive,
some with subtle alterations. Bank of Montreal has been branding itself with its stock exchange symbol, BMO.
Canadian Bank of Commerce, Imperial Bank, and Barclays Bank (Canada), merged with Imperial back in 1956, now
operate (since 1961) as Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, CIBC. Royal Bank is Royal, or perhaps RBC, with
its striking "lion and globe" corporate emblem. Bank of Toronto and Dominion Bank joined forces back in 1955--
"a marriage of equals," it was said. Look today for TD Canada Trust. Banque Canadienne Nationale and Banque
Provinciale united in 1979, as Banque Nationale (National Bank of Canada), a strong force within Quebec and a
significant presence across Canada. All in all, a youthful bank staff will try to field your questions on small char-
tereds, but--time passes! -- it's more than possible that they'll not know what you mean.

At bourse or dealer level, you could go after, say, those 20 banker portraits (20 of them, calling for 13 small
$5s), or the 31 signatures (20 notes, but a truly formidable task).

All this could easily lead you to considerably broader numismatic thinking. Small chartereds much resem-
ble United States small nationals, except of course for numbers of issuing institutions. They also resemble consoli-
dated bank issues of the Irish Republic, the post -- 1928 "ploughman" notes. Paper numismatics does have many
such intriguing fields which beckon just a bit beyond the well -- beaten path.

Toward a Broader Perspective

Listed below are two groups of published sources which can offer insights into Canada's "small chartereds"
and their lore. The first listings represent my own writings, indicative of what knowledge was available--and what
wasn't--over the 40-50-year interval. Several of the later of these listings specifically invited reader input, and in
some instances significant help was forthcoming. Information so gained has been incorporated into this definitive
version of the study. The numbered references that then follow are "recommended readings" for those who wish to
view consulted sources, or to gain perspective on Canadian banking and its century and more of note-issuing char-
tered banks. The focus here being on the final decade of such currency, the small chartereds, we are looking at rela-
tively accessible, by and large affordable, material -- 47 or so small but attractive notes, readily perceived as a dis-
tinct challenge unto themselves.

Preliminary Writings
"The Bank of Montreal Bank Note Issues Since 1871," Canadian Numismatic Journal, 2:10 (October 1957), pp. 191-97.
"The Final Decade of Canadian Bank Currency, 1935-1944," Numismatic Scrapbook Magazine, 26:3 (March 1960), pp. 609-20.
"The Royal Bank of Canada Note Issues, Halifax and Montreal, 1901-1943," Numismatic Scrapbook Magazine, 27:5 (May 1962),

pp. 1281-90.
"Canada's Counterfeit Originals," International-Bank Note Society Journal, 3:4 (Autumn 1963), pp. 14-15.

Depicts from Royal Bank of Canada archives and discusses hand-drawn counterfeits, the battleship
Bellerophon $10 of 1913 and the Donaldson Line steamer $5 for Trinidad, both complete with credible Neill-Holt

"signatures."
"A `Conversation'-Invitation about 46 (I Think) Small Chartereds," Canadian Paper Money Newsletter, 7:2 (July 1999), pp. 46-50.
"An Extended Consideration of 46 Canadian 'Small Chartereds,"' Canadian Paper Money Newsletter, 8:1 (April 2000), pp. 14-19.

The 47th small chartered was the Canadian Bank of Commerce $5, Wedd signature (T-27), which at that
point had not been seen as an issued (circulated) note.

"Small Chartereds: Tidying the Record," Canadian Paper Money Newsletter, 10:1 (April 2002), pp. 10-11.
"Canadian 'Chartered Bank' Currency Offers Challenging Final Chapter," FUN-Topics, Florida United Numismatists, Inc., 51:2

(Fall 2006), pp. 43, 48-49.
Additional References

1. Benoit, Benoit. "The Provincial Bank of Canada Note Issue of 1st September 1936," Canadian Paper Money Journal, 6:1
(January 1970), pp. 6-7.

Documents from bank records large blocks of T-21 through T-24 that were destroyed unissued.
2. Charlton, flames] E. "Canadian Paper Money Collecting, 1949-1976," Canadian Paper Money Journal, 12:3 (July 1976), pp. 83-

90.
In a brief note, Canada's foremost auctioneer and dealer of the half-century, recalls when there had been "no appar-
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ent interest in late-issue chartereds," then deemed "too expensive to collect, even at face value."
	. Standard Catalogue of Canadian Coins, Tokens and Paper Money, 26th ed. Toronto: Charlton International

Publishing, 1978, pp. 341.
Reflective of the state of knowledge at this time, this well-received reference devotes 81 pages (pp. 223-303) to list-

ings of small chartereds.
4. Cross, W. K., publisher. Charlton Standard Catalogue of Canadian Bank Notes, 3rd ed., Walter D. Allan, editor. Toronto:

Charlton Press, 1996. pp, xii + 524.
A compendium whose primary focus is chartered banks and their note releases. A separate volume treats government

and central bank legal tender.
5. Denison, Merrill. Canada's First Bank: A Histozy of the Bank of Montreal, 2 vols. Toronto and Montreal: McClelland & Stewart,

1967, pp, xix + 472 (vol. 1), xiii + 454 (vol. 2).
Such Canadian bank histories can prove of great interest to monetary students. This celebration of Bank of

Montreal's 150th anniversary extends through the "small chartered" interval, and depicts in color the face of T-07, the
Gardner-Spinney $5 of 1942. As well, comparison of bank officer portraiture in these volumes with corresponding note
vignettes can be instructive.

6. Graham, R[obert] J. "A Study in Bank Note Survival Rates: The Barclays Bank Small Size Issue 1935," Canadian Paper Money
Newsletter, 14:2 (June 2006), pp. 52, 54, 60.

An investigation from collector holdings of $5 (T-46) and $10 (T-46 and T-47) "small Barclays" notes, by ranges of
1000, with interpretive considerations.

7. 	 . "Twentieth Century Note Issues of the Bank of Nova Scotia, Canadian Paper Money Journal, 27:3 (July 1989), pp.
51-62.

Relevant to this study, reports high-number, 1935-dated Nova Scotia $5 notes, T-08 (3230001 to 3700000) and $10
notes, T-09 (2317001 to 2700000) to have been destroyed unissued in 1944. His assertion that lower number ranges
were issued agrees essentially with observations (Schedule II).

8. Howard, C. S. Canadian Banks and Bank-Notes: A Record. Republished from The Canadian Banker, Canadian Bankers
Association. [Toronto, ca. 1955], pp. 48.

A pioneer presentation, which served collectors as a respected principal reference for many years.
9. Hunter, E. R., and Edward R. Grove, "The Men Who Produced the Canadian Bank of Commerce 1917 Notes," Canadian

Paper Money .7ournal, 9:3 (July 1973), pp. 65-66, 77-86.
A learned and lavishly illustrated presentation considering face and back design components subsequently adapted for

"small Commerce" issues, domestic and "southern," and, as well, the "woman with globe" vignette employed on all
Barclays (Canada) releases.

10. Jamieson, A. B. Chartered Banking in Canada, rev. ed. Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1957, pp. x + 448.
Conceived, one senses, as a textbook for banker education, the comprehensive work so treats Canadian

banking history and banking practice as to provide valuable perspective and insights into the context and
the times in which chartered bank currency functioned.

11. Kreilkamp, Gunther, "Duisenberg Euro Notes: A Summary," International Bank Note Society Journal, 45:3 (2006), pp. 17-23.
An exhaustive study of Euro currency of the initial, Willem F. Duisenberg presidency, by note denomination, nation-

al origin, and printery, an investigation rooted in "circulation" observation.
12. "Listing of the 'Small Size' Chartered Bank Notes Issued 1934-1943," Canadian Paper Money Journal, 2:3 (July 1966), pp. 55-56.

Indicative of state of collector knowledge at this time.
The Journal carries a sequel, 4:3 (July 1968), pp. 61-62.

The Journal provides clarification as to the Bank of Montreal final (1942) release, 5:2 (April 1969), p. 37.
13. Morris, Thomas F., "Notes Printed for Canadian Chartered Banks by the British American Bank Note Co., Limited,"

Canadian Paper Money journal, 4:3 (July 1968), p. 63.
A listing strong in Victorian classics, both negotiable and "broken bank," but quite lacking in latter-day small char-

tereds. Missing are the Banque Provinciale 1935s, the $5 and $10 Jean-Baptiste Rolland portrait notes (T-19 and T-
20), and the range of Royal Bank small chartereds (T-31ab, T-32ab, T-33ab, T-34).

14. Pick, Albert. Standard Catalog of World Paper Money, 7th ed., vol. I (specialized issues). Ed. by Neil Shafer and Colin R. Bruce
II. Iola, WI: Krause Publications, 1995, pp. 1096.

Includes Canada (non-government issues), pp. 135-240; hence, small chartereds. Illustration quality, portrait identifi-
cation, signature variety recognition, could have been strengthened.

15. Rudin, Ronald. Banking en francais: The French Banks of Quebec, 1835-1925. Social History of Canada 38. Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1985, pp. xxvi + 190.

To put eight small chartereds (T-17 to T-18, T19 to T24) in historical perspective, academic background reading on
their issuing institutions and their distinctive Quebec-based antecedents.

16. Walker, Sir Edmund, "Banking in Canada, a paper read before the Congress of Bankers and Financiers, Chicago, 1893,"
Canadian Paper Money Journal, in five parts, 4:3 (July 1968), pp. 65-68; 4:4 (October 1968), pp. 87-88; 5:1 (January
1969), pp. 15-18; 5:2 (April 1969), pp. 43-44; 5:3 (July 1969), pp. 69-70.

As B. E. Walker, Sir Edmund signed Commerce notes of 1907, 1912, and early allegoricals issue-dated 1917. Indeed,
as Hunter and Gore underscore (Reference 9, p. 66), it was Sir Edmund who had been responsible for commissioning
the art and engraving that resulted in the Commerce allegoricals. •
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